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***

We know the pandemic has had a serious negative impact on the academic achievement of
school-age children. But recent evidence shows we also need to worry about Covid-era
babies and toddlers.

Because of Covid-related disruptions, about a third of early elementary students will likely
need  intensive  support  to  become  proficient  readers,  according  to  one  study.  Now  two
additional studies suggest that many children born during the pandemic will also be at risk
for academic failure. It  seems that overburdened parents haven’t been able to engage
babies  and  toddlers  in  the  kind  of  “conversation”  that  is  crucial  for  language
development—and  eventually,  for  reading.

…

Independently, another study from Brown University’s Advanced Baby Imaging Lab found
similar results. The lab has been tracking over 1700 families with young children since 2010.
One  year  into  the  pandemic,  researchers  found  that  children’s  average  cognitive
performance was the lowest it had been since the study began. A separate analysis of
infants found a dramatic decline in verbal functioning in 2021, apparently because adults
were initiating fewer conversational turns.

The reasons for the decline in vocalizations and conversational turns aren’t entirely clear
from the data, but the Brown study concluded that factors related to the pandemic had “by
far the greatest impact on infant and toddler neurodevelopment.”
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While  it’s  true that  schools  and teachers  have been stretched thin  as  a  result  of  the
pandemic, it would be nothing less than a tragedy if their added burdens were used as a
reason to stick with an approach to reading instruction that has been failing students for far
too long. Especially in light of this new evidence that the negative impact of Covid is likely to
be with us for years to come, we have no time to waste in adopting materials and methods
that can work for all students, including the most vulnerable.

Click here to read the full article.
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